HTTP (and CoAP) bindings for Payment Requests

W3C Web Payments WG

- Has defined a standard for requesting a payment
- Bindings defined for browser API
- WG being re-chartered to specify unbound data model in 2018

Proposal

- Define HTTP bindings for this data
- Headers in 402 (Payment Required) response
- Headers in paid requests/responses
- Also interest in CoAP bindings
HTTP (and CoAP) bindings for Payment Requests

Support from Web Commerce IG, Web of Things WG and Automotive WG at W3C.

Soliciting interest from HTTPbis and core

Early proposal draft-hope-bailie-http-payments

Mailing list: public-iotpay@w3.org
Join via https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-iotpay/
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adrian@hopebailie.com